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PRE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS: 
 

● I am aware of the factors having impact on soil erosion(like rock content of the soil, slope                 
length and cover). 

 
a) STRONGLY AGREE 
b) AGREE 
c) NEUTRAL 
d) DISAGREE 
e) STRONGLY DISAGREE 

 
● I am interested in taking the usability testing for Water Erosion Risk Model Application. 

 
a) STRONGLY AGREE 
b) AGREE 
c) NEUTRAL 
d) DISAGREE 
e) STRONGLY DISAGREE 

 
  



TEST SCENARIOS: 
 
TEST SCENARIO 1:: 
  
Test Scenario Name 
Get location latitude and longitude from the application and use autofill to auto populate some of                
input fields for predefined coordinates.  

 
Test Goals for the scenario 
The main goal of this test scenario is to verify the retrieval of location coordinates from the                 
application’s share location button or scrolling on the map and to check for the speed and                
correctness of the retrieved data. The aim is also to verify whether the autofill button is working                 
for predefined set of coordinates. 
 
Quantitative measurement list 

● Time taken by the application to retrieve the current location’s latitude and longitude and              
its correctness. 

● Time taken by the application to autofill the input fields on a predefined set of               
coordinates. 

 
Scenario description 

● Assume that you want to predict the precipitation, runoff, erosion, sediment of your             
current location. You don’t know the latitude and longitude of the location, however you              
can use share my location option or you can scroll on the map for getting the                
coordinates of your current location. 

● If you are given a predefined set of coordinates, you can use auto fill option input fields                 
gets automatically populated using the already predefined values from the database.  

 
Task list 

● Get your location current by clicking on the share location when prompted or by scrolling               
on the map. 

● Entered the pre defined values(It will be given by the interviewer), use auto fill button to                
check whether some of the input fields get their values automatically. 
 

Qualitative measurement list 
● Is the approximation of the location correct? 
● Does the input fields get auto populated using auto fill? 

 
Potential observations of participant  

● How difficult was it for the user to scroll on the map to get the desired location? 
● Is the user able to distinguish between field that got autofilled on using autofill? 

 



 
Bug Report Form 

BUG NUMBER BUG NAME BUG DESCRIPTION BUG DESCRIPTION 

    

    

    

    

 
Post Scenario interview or questionnaire questions 
Are they satisfied with the approximation of the latitude and longitude of the location? 
 
Test setup details 
This test is to be conducted in an interview room where getting location is not difficult 
 
 
 
  



TEST SCENARIO 2:  
  
Test Scenario Name 
Using instructions given on the application 
 
Test Goals for the scenario 
The main goal of this test scenario is to verify the whether the user is able to understand the                   
instructions given on the help page on how to use on the application. 
 
Quantitative measurement list 
Time taken by the user to go through the instructions. 

 
Scenario description 
Assume you are not quite sure about the input fields and want to go through the instructions to                  
have a clear idea about what they mean.  
 
Task list 
Click on the help button, you will get a list of instructions on how to use the application. Please                   
read the instructions thoroughly.  

 
Qualitative measurement list 

● User’s reaction while reading the instructions. 
● User’s comment on the instructions. 

 
Potential observations of participant  

● How confident they were in using the application, before and after reading the             
instructions? 

● Did they asked for any clarification? 
 
Bug Report Form 

BUG NUMBER BUG NAME BUG DESCRIPTION BUG DESCRIPTION 

    

    

    

    

 
Post Scenario interview or questionnaire questions 

● Did they find it difficult to read the instructions, if yes what were they? 



● Did they understood all the instruction and are they confident enough to use the              
application? 

 
Test setup details 
This test is to be conducted in room where user can read the instructions without any issue. 
 
 
  



TEST SCENARIO 3: 
 
Test Scenario Name 
Identifying the input field values and use the values for predicting the soil erosion.  

 
Test Goals for the scenario 
The main goal of this test scenario is to ask the user to fill in the input fields by observe below                     
four environment and submit them to get prediction on  the soil erosion.  
 

           
 

           
 
 
 



         

         
 
 
Quantitative measurement list 

● Time taken by the user to fill in the input fields. 
● Overall time taken for the entire scenario. 

 
Scenario description 
Assume that you want to predict the precipitation, runoff, erosion, sediment over say 10 Years               
of time. Using our Water Erosion Risk Model application, you can enter the features of the field,                 
where you are currently standing and predict the risk. 

 
 



Task list 
● Get your location current by clicking on the share location when prompted. 
● Fill in the input fields in the form by observing your surroundings. 
● Predict if the scene is at high/low risk of erosion. 
● Submit the form to check what is the actual prediction for the field based on the values                 

you entered.  
 

Qualitative measurement list 
● User’s reaction when they arrived at the scene. 
● User’s reaction when the task is explained. 
● User’s feeling about the values to be entered in the input fields . 
● User’s feeling on any discrepancies between their prediction and the application’s           

prediction on erosion. 
 
Potential observations of participant  

● How difficult was it for the user to predict the input field values? 
● Did they ask for any clarification on the input fields? 
● How close was their prediction as compared to the Application's Prediction? 

 
Bug Report Form 

BUG NUMBER BUG NAME BUG DESCRIPTION BUG DESCRIPTION 

    

    

    

    

 
Post Scenario interview or questionnaire questions 

● Did they find it difficulties to predict the input field values, if yes what were they? 
● Are they satisfied with the prediction that the application gave them. If not how it can                

improved? 
 
Test setup details 
This test is to be conducted in outdoor location where the user can observe the location and fill                  
in the input field values to predict erosion of that area. 
 
  



POST INTERVIEW QUESTIONS: 
● I am satisfied with the overall experience with Water Erosion Risk Model Application 

 
a. STRONGLY AGREE 
b. AGREE 
c. NEUTRAL 
d. DISAGREE 
e. STRONGLY DISAGREE 

 
● How much would you rate the application overall with respect to its simplicity and ease of                

use on a scale of 5, where 5 represents extremely easy and 1 represents not easy to                 
use. 
 

a. 5 
b. 4 
c. 3 
d. 2 
e. 1 

 
Open Ended Questions (If users wish to answer) 
 

1. What did you liked the most about this application? 
2. What didn’t you liked about this application? 
3. Any suggestions on how the application can be improved further? 

 


